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Description 

  

Signal Output: 

 
 
 
Installation Method: Top installation (The only way to install. In order to accurately measure the 
presence of the human body, the height must be controlled within 2.4 meters) 

 

Other Functions: Access time record, Activity record , Family sharing function 

 

Note: 1, This fall detection radar currently does not have the posture measurement function and 
cannot recognize the state of the human body lying on the ground. The posture recognition will be 
completed on the next version of the posture recognition radar. 

         2, If the torso is just blocked by the head when falling, it will cause measurement errors, 
and the error rate is less than 5%. 

 

The current fall alarm is aimed at the rapid fall state alarm, and the speed needs to be faster than 
1.1 m/s. For slow fainting, getting up quickly within 3 seconds after falling, or leaving after falling, 
no alarm will be given. 

Somebody / Nobody 

Static human detection 

Movement signal parameter output 

Rapid fall alarm 



Application 

  

 
Human body abnormality judgment method: 

   1) Record the starting point of the person entering the bathroom and record the stay 
time; 

   2) If there is a rapid fall action, the radar will output an alarm signal; 

   3) After the radar judges the fall, it will continuously output the motion sign parameter 
signal, if the sign signal is always low, a second alarm is required. 

Movement Signal Parameter Output Description 

1%-5% Static 
(sleeping) 

Only breathing without 
physical movement 

5%-20% Micro motion Only slight head or limb 
movement 

15%-60% Walking 
around Slower body movement 

50%-100% Running Fast body movement 



Universal Detection Distance & Angle 
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Circular antenna radar: 

  
Measurable range of falling motion 

Height 2.2m Projection range: 2.4m in diameter  
Height 2.4m Projection range: 2.8m in diameter  



Top Installation Angle 

时间记录 

Applicable scene: The privacy scenes such as bedroom and bathroom are not suitable for monitoring 
with a camera. The fall radar can provide the records of the range of motion and residence time. If 
someone makes a big move, it can directly give an early warning. And push messages to guardians 
through the Internet of Things system. 
Radar output signal classification: Somebody, Nobody, Active, Static, Fall alarm, Motion state 

The bath time 
record. It is used 
to confirm whether 
the schedule is 
normal. 

Fall detection 

Installation on the 
ceiling, it needs to 
be perpendicular 
to the room 

2.4m 

3.6m 

The fall radar needs to be 
installed above the 
bathroom. The antenna of 
the radar is facing down. If 
the toilet is 2 meters high, 
the measured diameter is 2 
meters. If the toilet is 3 
meters high, the measured 
diameter is 3.6 meters. 
 
Calculation method: 
Measuring radius R=Radar 
height A-Effective fall 
height 1 meter 
R=A-1 
Measuring area =3.14xR² 



Main Electrical Parameters 

Time Parameters Hardware Parameters 

Item  Time  
Scanning frequency 50/s  
Report frequency
  

Report if there is a 
status update(With 
heartbeat data) 

Someone enters
  

0.5s to report  

State change  0.5s  
Someone leave  About 1-2min  
Fall status output Within 3-5s  
Sleep parameter 
refresh frequency 

10min  
 

Radar start time 30s  

Hardware  Parameters  
Input voltage  5V±0.5V 
Input Current  ≤100mA  
Serial communication 
level  

3.3v 

IO Indication level 3.3v 
Power consumption ≤0.5W  
Transmit power  6dBm 
Size  31mm X 35mm X 

10mm 
Installation method Pin 
Direction angle Different antenna 

parameters 



Scenes Where Millimeter Wave Radar Is Not Suitable 

Metal 

Inability to penetrate 
the human body, 
liquids, electrolytes, 
unable to detect 
underwater 
creatures 

Concrete wall Ceramic tile 

Radar wave 
reflection will 
change the radar 
test range 

Body Liquids Tall trees 

Interference factors: 
Continuous 
movement of 
electrical appliances, 
fans, washing 
machines, and large 
pets can also cause 
radar false alarms Pets Fans Electric motor Washing machine 

Cannot penetrate: 

Measuring the 
human body: 



Scenes Which Unaffected By The Environment 

Non-metallic curtains Clothing, bedding 

Weak influence: 
Electromagnetic waves can 
directly penetrate wood, glass, 
plastic, and plasterboard walls. 
But the thickness is limited. 
There is no problem with the 
daily home environment. 

No influence: 
Electromagnetic waves can 
directly penetrate cotton 
fabrics, clothes. And radar 
are not affected by light and 
dense fog. 

Plastic Glass Wood Thin wall 



Elimination Of Main Interference Sources Of Millimeter Wave Radar 
Interference source of Electronic part and how to eliminate 

The effect of the power rectifier bridge will produce electromagnetic noise of different frequencies. The 
radar antenna should be as far away from the rectifier bridge as possible, or a metal isolation. 

In the same location, the installation of less than 3 radars will not be interfered. If there are multiple 
radars, do not shoot directly between each radar, it is best to keep the distance. 
In principle, WiFi, Zigbee, 4G and other communications will not interfere with the radar, but when 
designing the product, the radar antenna and the radio frequency antenna should not overlap, as far as 
possible, and the best distance is greater than 1cm. 
It is best not to have any vibration in the radar installation position. For example, vibration at the air 
outlet of the audio or air conditioner may cause false radar alarm. 
The on-off devices of electromechanical equipment and high-power relays will cause short-term 
interference to the radar. After the radar is stable, there will be no interference. 
False alarm rate: Human biological signals are ultra-low frequency, weakly reflected signals. The radar 
module needs time for data accumulation and data processing. In the process of data accumulation, 
many factors may affect the radar parameters, and occasional detection failure is a normal 
phenomenon. The false alarm rate can be reduced by adjusting the installation angle and distance. 
Start-up time: Due to the accumulation of algorithms and the adaptation to environmental 
electromagnetic waves, the human body detection radar needs tens of seconds to start up stably. 

Basic knowledge of interference sources: Camera monitoring is easily affected by light, and 
privacy issues must be estimated. Infrared cameras are easily affected by heat source noise and 
life. Radar is easily affected by electromagnetic noise. 



Safety 

The safety of millimeter wave radar: 
 
1) Millimeter wave radar is a kind of electromagnetic 
wave, similar to mobile phone communication signal, but 
with higher frequency and closer distance; 
 
2) Transmitting power: low-power millimeter-wave radar 
can be applied to human detection. The emitted radiation 
power is not higher than 10dbm. When it is close to the 
body, the microwave intensity is 1/200 of that of the 
mobile phone, which will not affect your health; 
 
3) At present, millimeter-wave radars are widely used in 
automatic driving, collision avoidance, lamp control, etc., 
and comply with global certification structure (FCC, CE) 
standards; 
 
4) At present, many communication equipment, such as 
5G communication products, have reached the scope of 
millimeter wave radar and have passed certifications in 
many countries. 



System Solutions －Home & Hotel 

Fall detection, 
abnormal alarm 

Sleep duration, 
Sleep depth, 
Breathing 
changes, 
Alarm for 
abnormal 
schedule 

Sleep 
monitoring, 
abnormal 
breathing alarm 

Time record of 
going out and 
coming home 

Stay-
Room time 
record 

Fall 
detection 

Sleep 
detection 

Set the TV and 
air conditioner 
to automatic 
sensing mode. 

No need to 
insert a card 
to make 
electricity 
available. 



Monitoring Solutions –Office & Retirement Community 

Staff attendance 
Manager office, 
financial office and 
warehouse intrusion 
alarm 

Automatically turn 
on and off the 
lights in office 

Automatically turn off 
the air conditioner and 
lights in office 

Work with the monitor to 
monitor under poor light 
conditions. Fall detection 

Personnel entry 
and exit records 

Stay Time 
Records 

Alarm for Breathing changes, 
Fall detection 
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